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We report the appearance of two plastic crystal phases of water at high pressure and temperature
using computer simulations. In one of them the oxygen atoms form a body centered cubic structure
�bcc� and in the other they form a face centered cubic structure �fcc�. In both cases the water
molecules were able to rotate almost freely. We have found that the bcc plastic crystal transformed
into a fcc plastic crystal via a Martensitic phase transition when heated at constant pressure. We have
performed the characterization and localization in the phase diagram of these plastic crystal phases
for the SPC/E, TIP4P, and TIP4P/2005 water potential models. For TIP4P/2005 model free energy
calculations were carried out for the bcc plastic crystal and fcc plastic crystal using a new method
�which is a slight variation of the Einstein crystal method� proposed for these types of solid. The
initial coexistence points for the SPC/E and TIP4P models were obtained using Hamiltonian Gibbs–
Duhem integration. For all of these models these two plastic crystal phases appear in the high
pressure and temperature region of the phase diagram. It would be of interest to study if such plastic
crystal phases do indeed exist for real water. This would shed some light on the question of whether
these models can describe satisfactorily the high pressure part of the phase diagram of water, and if
not, where and why they fail. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3156856�

I. INTRODUCTION

The phase diagram of water, although relatively well
known, is far from being complete. Besides ice Ih, other
solid phases were found at the beginning1–3 of the past cen-
tury, toward the end4 and even in this century.5 The search of
new solid phases has taken two principal routes. The first is
the search �at low temperatures� for proton ordered analo-
gous of the high temperature proton disordered ices. This is
the research that lead to the discovery of ices VIII,6 XI,7 IX,8

XIII,5 and XIV �Ref. 5� �ice VI being probably the only
proton disordered ice for which the proton ordered ice has
not yet been found�. The second route is the search of new
ices at high pressures and/or temperatures. The discovery of
ice VII, by Bridgmann9 and the evidence of ice X �Ref. 10�
illustrate the fact that new solid phases can be found under
extreme pressures.11–13 Notice that such extreme conditions
may be found in other places within the solar system so this
is of interest for the planetary sciences.14 However, it must
be recognized that performing experiments at high pressures
is difficult, and so-far there is not a completely clear under-
standing of the aspect of the phase diagram of water at high
pressures. Even the melting point curve of water at high
pressures is a subject of current interest.15–22 A quick look in
Fig. 1 �where different experimental measurements of the
melting curve of water at high pressures is presented� illus-
trates the fact that melting lines obtained by various groups
are different, and that some consensus about what is happen-
ing in this region of the phase diagram of water is required.

Computer simulations of water started with a delay of
about 60 years with respect to experiments, the first simula-
tions of water appeared about 40 years ago.23,24 At the be-

ginning the interest focused on finding reasonable water
models that allowed one to understand the physics of liquid
water. The study of phase transitions in water by computer
simulation started somewhat later. First the vapor-liquid
equilibria was considered,25–27 and more recently the study
of fluid-solid and solid-solid equilibria.28–34 Five years ago
we presented for the first time the phase diagram of water as
obtained from computer simulations,34 for two water models,
the SPC/E �Ref. 35� and the TIP4P �Ref. 36� models. It was
shown that the TIP4P model was able to provide a reason-
able description of the phase diagram of water. The main two
defects of the model were that the melting points were too
low, and that the freezing pressures were too high above the
room temperature. We have since proposed a modified ver-
sion of the TIP4P model, denoted as TIP4P/2005,37 that im-
proves the prediction of the melting point temperatures and
provides an excellent description of the properties of water.38

Initially we computed the low pressure region of the phase
diagram for the TIP4P/2005 model, showing good agreement
with experiment. Later on and motivated by the experimental
work of Dolan et al.39 showing that at 400 K and high pres-
sures water freezes in a few nanoseconds, we performed
computer simulation studies of the kinetics of freezing at
these conditions. It was found40 that water freezes very
quickly in the simulations at these high pressures and tem-
peratures, in clear contrast with the extremely long runs re-
quired to freeze water into ice Ih at low temperatures.41–44

The surprise was that in the simulations water does not
freeze into ice VII but into a new phase, which was a plastic
crystal �PC�.40 In this PC phase the oxygens are located in a
bcc arrangement �as in ice VII� but the molecules were able
to rotate almost freely �i.e., a PC phase�. This PC phase was
also found by Takii et al.45 for TIP5P, and for the TIP4P anda�Electronic mail: cvega@quim.ucm.es.
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SPC/E models. Therefore, it seems at this point necessary to
recalculate the high pressure part of the phase diagram of
TIP4P and SPC/E to include this new PC phase that was
overlooked in our previous study.34 This requires free energy
calculations for the PC phase. In this work we shall describe
in detail how to perform free energy calculations for these
types of solid.

Another issue of interest is the layout of the phase dia-
gram of these rigid water models �TIP4P, TIP4P/2005, and
SPC/E� at extremely high pressures. In particular it would be
of interest to establish if a solid with a fcc arrangement of the
oxygens �i.e., a close packed structure� may appear for these
models at extremely high pressures.45 As will be shown, this
is indeed the case. A PC phase with a fcc arrangement of the
oxygens appears at high pressures and temperatures, allow-
ing a better packing of the molecules than the typical bcc
arrangement of ice VII or the bcc PC. These two PC phases
�bcc and fcc� are also found for the TIP4P and SPC/E models
so that they seem to be present in all water models. In these
models water is described by a Lennard-Jones �LJ� center
plus additional point charges. At high temperatures, the hy-
drogen bond energy �in kBT units� is not sufficient to main-
tain the hydrogen bonding network and the molecules start to
rotate. Once the importance of the charges is reduced, the
relatively spherical shape of water makes the existence of a
PC phase possible. PC phases are also found experimentally
for slightly anisotropic molecules as N2 or O2.46

A word of caution is needed with respect to the conclu-
sions of this work. Our main goal is to accurately determine
the complete phase diagram of popular water models. Since
these models are used in thousands of simulation studies it is
important to know to what extent they can describe satisfac-
torily the phase diagram of water, and where and why they
fail to do so. However, it should be clearly pointed out that
SPC/E, TIP4P, and TIP4P/2005 are rigid models and they
cannot describe properly the formation or the breaking of
chemical bonds. For this reason these models are completely
useless when it comes to understanding the formation of ice
X. In ice X, the oxygens form a bcc lattice and the hydrogens
are located in the middle of the O–O bonds. Also, at ex-

tremely high temperatures a superionic solid has been
proposed47 �where the oxygens form a lattice and the hydro-
gens diffuse within the oxygen network�. The rigid models of
this work cannot describe these situations. Obviously only
first principle calculations can do that.47,48 Rather the phase
diagram presented here corresponds to what approximately
would occur in the phase diagram of water in the absence of
deformation or breaking of chemical bonds. It will be shown
that for these models, water adopts close packed structures at
high pressures and PC phases at high temperatures. Whether
real water does indeed form PC phases or fcc solid structures
is an issue that can be solved only by performing experimen-
tal work. Experimental studies proving or disproving the ex-
istence of a PC phase for water, should be of great interest
not only for the people interested in high pressure studies of
water but also for the broad research community performing
computer simulations involving water.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

We have performed Monte Carlo �MC� and molecular
dynamics �MD� simulations for PC phases of water �bcc and
fcc�. We have used the TIP4P/2005,37 TIP4P,36 and SPC/E
�Ref. 35� models. They are rigid and nonpolarizable models.
A LJ center is located on the oxygen atom and positive
charges are located on the hydrogen atoms. The negative
charge is located on the H–O–H bisector for the TIP4P mod-
els and on the oxygen for the SPC/E model. In Ref. 38 one
can find a critical comparison of the performance of these
three popular water models.

The number of molecules used in the simulations were
432 for the bcc PC �which corresponds to 216 units cells
�6�6�6��, 500 for the fcc PC �125 units cells �5�5�5��,
432 for ice VII �216 units cells �6�6�6��, and either 360 or
432 molecules for the fluid phase. In all cases the LJ poten-
tial was truncated at 8.5 Å. Standard long range corrections
to the LJ part of the potential were added. The Ewald sum-
mation technique has been employed for the calculation of
the long range Coulombic forces. We have performed isotro-
pic and anisotropic NpT simulations. In the isotropic simu-
lations the volume of the system fluctuates but the shape of
the simulation box remains constant. In anisotropic NpT the
volume and the shape of the simulation box are allowed to
fluctuate.49,50 For fluid water and for the cubic solids �ice VII
and the two PCs� we used isotropic scaling. In one case
anisotropic scaling was used for the bcc PC to analyze its
possible transformation into a fcc PC through a Martensitic
phase transition.51 A typical MC run involves about 30 000
cycles of equilibration and 70 000 cycles to obtain averages
�defining a cycle as a trial move per particle plus a trial
volume move�.

To determine the phase diagram free energy calculations
are required. Free energy calculations can be determined
with the Einstein crystal method52–54 or a modified version
denoted as the Einstein molecule approach.55 The technique
can be used for ices and details have been provided
elsewhere.56,57 By applying two external fields, one transla-
tional forcing the molecules to occupy a certain position, and
another orientational forcing the molecules to adopt a certain
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Experimental data for the melting curve of the ice
VII. Reference 20: thick solid line and diamonds; Ref. 18: open squares;
Ref. 17: thin solid line; Ref. 16: dashed-dotted line; Ref. 15: open circles.
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orientation we have been able to compute the free energy of
a number of solid phases of water. However, the application
of the technique to PCs may be problematic as at low values
of the orientational field very long runs should be performed
to guarantee that the molecules are able to rotate as in the
PC. To avoid this issue we have developed a new method for
free energy calculations of PCs, which allow us to avoid
connecting orientational springs to the molecules. The differ-
ence with the traditional Einstein crystal as applied to other
ices is that for the PCs only translational springs will be
used. The method is inspired in the methodology proposed
by Lindberg and Wang58 to evaluate dielectric constants of
ices.

An ideal Einstein crystal with the center of mass �CM�
fixed is used as the reference system to compute the free
energy. Let us describe the different steps to computing the
free energy of a PC:

�1� An ideal Einstein crystal is a solid in which the mol-
ecules are bound to their lattice positions by harmonic
springs. For PCs only translational �and not orienta-
tional� springs will be used �this prevents the appear-
ance of phase transitions along the integration�. The
energy of the ideal Einstein crystal is given by

UEin = �
i=1

N

�E�ri − ri0�2, �1�

where ri represents the instantaneous location of the
reference point of molecule i and ri0 denotes its equi-
librium position. UEin is a harmonic field that tends to
keep the molecules at their lattice positions. �E is the
coupling parameter of the translational springs and has
units of energy over a squared length. The free energy
of the ideal Einstein crystal �with translational springs�
with fixed CM �AEin-id

CM � is given by53,56

AEin-id
CM = − kBT ln QEin,t

CM , �2�

=− kBT ln�PCM� �

��E
�3�N−1�/2

�N�3/2	 , �3�

where PCM= �1 /�3�N−1��N−3/2 and � is the thermal De
Broglie wavelength ��= �h2 /2�mkBT�1/2�, which has
units of length.

�2� To the ideal Einstein crystal described above we incor-
porate intermolecular interactions in the form of a LJ
potential �whose parameters � and � are identical to
those of the water model under consideration�. The dif-
ference in free energy between the Einstein crystal with
LJ interactions �AEin-LJ

CM � and the noninteracting Einstein
crystal �AEin-id

CM � both with fixed CM can be obtained in
a perturbative way as

�A1 = AEin-LJ
CM − AEin-id

CM

= Ulattice − kBT ln
exp�− ��Usol − Ulattice���Ein-id,

�4�

where Ulattice is the energy of the system when the mol-
ecules stand fixed on the lattice position �i.e., the LJ
lattice energy� and Usol is the LJ energy of the system

for the considered configuration. The average is per-
formed over configurations generated for the ideal
Einstein crystal.

�3� Then we evaluate the free energy difference between an
Einstein crystal with water interactions �i.e., TIP4P/
2005, SPC/E, etc.� and an Einstein crystal with LJ in-
teractions, both with fixed CM. To evaluate this free
energy difference, the charges of the water potential are
turned on, while keeping the translational springs. The
path linking the LJ potential to the water potential is
defined as

U��Q� = �1 − �Q�ULJ + �QUwater, �5�

�AQ = AEin-sol
CM − AEin-LJ

CM = �
0

1


Uwater − ULJ�N,V,T,�Q
d�Q,

�6�

where 
Uwater−ULJ�N,V,T,�Q
can be obtained in a NVT

simulation at a given �Q. As the reference LJ potential
has the same parameters as the LJ part of the water
potential then 
Uwater−ULJ�N,V,T,�Q

is simply the Cou-
lombic contribution to the energy of the water potential
UQ and Eq. �2� can be rewritten as

�AQ = �
0

1


UQ�N,V,T,�Q
d�Q. �7�

Since we are not using orientational springs the mol-
ecules are able to rotate at the beginning �when �Q=0�
and at the end �when �Q=1� of the integration avoiding
the possible existence of a phase transition along the
integration path. The value of the integral is then ob-
tained numerically.

�4� Now the translational springs are turned off gradually.
The free energy change �A2 between the water mol-
ecules bonded to their lattice positions by harmonic
springs �AEin-sol

CM � and the PC with no translational
springs �both with fixed CM� is given by

�A2 = Asol
CM − AEin-sol

CM = − �
0

�E 
UEin-id�N,V,T,�

�E
d���E� .

�8�

Since the integrand changes by several orders of mag-
nitude it is convenient to perform a change in
variable52,59 from ��E to ln���E+c�, where c is a con-
stant. We shall use c=exp�3.5� which significantly
smoothes the integrand. The final expression for �A2 is

�A2 = − �
ln�c�

ln��E+c� 
UEin-id�N,V,T,����E + c�
�E

�d�ln���E + c�� . �9�

Fixing the CM avoids the quasidivergence of the inte-
grand of Eq. �9� when the coupling parameter � tends
to zero. Without this constraint, the integrand would
increase sharply in this limit, making the evaluation of
the integral numerically involved.
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(5) The last step is to evaluate the free energy change be-
tween a PC with no constraint and the PC with a fixed
CM. The free energy change in this last step �A3 is
given by

�A3 = Asol − Asol
CM

= − kBT ln
Qsol

Qsol
CM

= kBT�ln�PCM/P� − ln�V/N�� , �10�

where P=1 /�3N. �A3 does not depend on the particu-
lar form of the intermolecular potential Usol.

The final expression of the free energy of the PC is

Asol = �AEin-id
CM + �A3� + �A1 + �AQ + �A2

= A0 + �A1 + �AQ + �A2. �11�

Placing together the AEin-id
CM and �A3 terms �A0�, the PCM

contribution cancels out and the final expression of the free
energy of the PC solid is

Asol

NkBT
= −

1

N
ln�� 1

�
�3N� �

��E
�3�N−1�/2

�N�3/2 V

N
	

+ �Ulattice

NkBT
−

1

N
ln
exp�− ��Usol − Ulattice���Ein-id	

+ �
0

1  UQ

NkBT
�

N,V,T,�Q

d�Q

− �
0

1 UEin-id

NkBT
�

N,V,T,�
d� . �12�

The first term corresponds to A0, the second to �A1, the third
to �AQ, and the last term to �A2.

The free energy was computed at a certain thermody-
namic state. By using thermodynamic integration the free
energy for other thermodynamic conditions can be obtained
easily. The free energy of the fluid phase was obtained as
described in our previous work.56 The chemical potential is
easily obtained as 	 /kBT=G /NkBT= �A /NkBT�+ �pV /NkBT�.
Once the free energies �and chemical potentials� for the fluid
and for the different solid phases are known initial coexist-
ence points can be located by imposing the condition of
equal chemical potential �	I=	II� at the same temperature
and pressure. Having an initial coexistence point the rest of
the coexistence curve can be obtained by using Gibbs–
Duhem integration.60,61 This technique allows one to deter-
mine the coexistence line between two phases, provided that
an initial coexistence point is known. Gibbs–Duhem is a nu-
merical integration of the Clapeyron equation �and where
volume and enthalpy changes are obtained by using com-
puter simulations�. The Clapeyron equation is given by

dp

dT
=

sII − sI

vII − vI
=

hII − hI

T�vII − vI�
. �13�

Subscripts I and II label the corresponding phases and the
thermodynamic properties written with small letters are
properties per particle �x=X /N�. For the integration of the

Clapeyron equation a fourth-order Runge–Kutta integration
is employed.

In this work free energy calculations were performed
only for the TIP4P/2005 model. To obtain initial coexistence
points for the TIP4P and SPC/E models of water we shall use
Hamiltonian Gibbs–Duhem integration. Hamiltonian Gibbs–
Duhem integration is a very powerful technique that allows
one to determine the change in the coexistence conditions of
a certain coexistence line due to a change in the water po-
tential. In this kind of integration the Hamiltonian of the
system is changed through a coupling parameter �so that �
=0 for the initial Hamiltonian and �=1 for the final Hamil-
tonian�. When the coupling parameter ��� is introduced
within the expression of the potential energy of the system
�U����, then a set of generalized Clapeyron equations can be
derived. The derivation is as follows. For two phases at co-
existence,

gI�T,p,�� = gII�T,p,�� . �14�

If the system is perturbed slightly while preserving the
coexistence it must hold that

− sIdT + vIdp + � �gI

��
�d� = − sIIdT + vIIdp + � �gII

��
�d� .

�15�

If the coupling parameter remains constant when performing
the perturbation then one recovers the traditional Clapeyron
Eq. �13��coexistence on the p-T plane�. If the pressure is kept
constant when the perturbation is performed �coexistence on
the �-T plane� then one obtains

dT

d�
=

T� �gII

��
−

�gI

��
	

hII − hI
. �16�

The property �g /��= 
�u��� /���N,p,T,�, can be deter-
mined easily during the NpT simulations. Then Eq. �16� can
be rewritten as

dT

d�
=

T�� �uII���
��

�� − � �uI���
��

��	
hII − hI

. �17�

This generalized Clapeyron Eq. �16� can be integrated nu-
merically �from �=0 to �=1� to obtain the coexistence tem-
perature �at a certain fixed pressure� of the water potential of
interest, provided that the coexistence temperature is known
for the initial reference potential.

A similar equation can be obtained when a perturbation
is performed �while keeping the temperature constant�. In
this case the coexistence pressure of the water potential of
interest is obtained �at a certain fixed temperature� provided
that the initial coexistence pressure is known for the initial
reference potential. The working expression is

dp

d�
= −

� �uII���
��

�� − � �uI���
��

��
vII − vI

. �18�
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Let us assume that � is as a coupling parameter leading
the system from a certain reference potential UA to the po-
tential of interest UB. This can be done with a coupling of the
form,

U��� = �UB + �1 − ��UA, �19�

with � changing from zero �initial reference potential� to one
�final potential of interest�. The generalized Clapeyron equa-
tions can be written as

dT

d�
=

T�
uB − uA�N,p,T,�
II − 
uB − uA�N,p,T,�

I �
hII − hI

, �20�

dp

d�
= −


uB − uA�N,p,T,�
II − 
uB − uA�N,p,T,�

I

vII − vI
, �21�

where uB is the internal energy per molecule when the inter-
actions between molecules are described by UB �and analo-
gous definition is used for uA�. If a coexistence point between
two phases is known for potential A then integration of the
previous equations from �=0 to �=1 allows one to deter-
mine the coexistence point between these two phases for
potential B. This can be done either by fixing the temperature
or the pressure along the integration.

To estimate nucleation times of the PC phases and to
determine the melting point of the fcc PC phase by direct
coexistence technique we have performed MD simulations
using the program GROMACS.62 In these simulations the tem-
perature is kept constant by using a Nose–Hoover
thermostat63,64 with a relaxation time of 2 ps. To keep the
pressure constant, a Parrinello–Rahman barostat49,51 �isotro-
pic or anisotropic� was used. The relaxation time of the
barostat was 2 ps. The time step was 1 fs and the typical
length of the runs was of about 5 ns. The geometry of the
water molecules is enforced using constraints. The LJ part of
the potential was truncated at 8.5 Å and standard long range
correction were added. Ewald sums are used to deal with the
long range Coulombic interactions. Coulombic interactions
in real space were truncated at 8.5 Å. The Fourier part of the
Ewald sums was evaluated using the particle mesh Ewald.65

The width of the mesh was 1 Å and we used a fourth order
interpolation.

III. RESULTS

For the TIP4P/2005 model we found in previous work
that ice VII transformed into a bcc PC at 377 K when heated
along 70 000 bars isobar.40 We shall now explore the stability
of this bcc PC. It is well known that a bcc solid can trans-
form into a fcc solid, provided that the fcc is more stable,
and that one uses anisotropic NpT simulations �Rahman–
Parrinello NpT�. We shall explore the behavior of the bcc PC
solid when heated along the 70 000 bars isobar. The bcc PC
is stable when heating up to temperatures of about 460 K
�even though we are using anisotropic NpT simulations and
it could transform into a fcc solid� but at 480 K the proper-
ties of the system �energies, densities, and shape of the simu-
lation box� undergo a clear jump. A Martensitic phase tran-
sition occurs in which the bcc lattice is transformed into a fcc
lattice by increasing the c edge of the bcc structure. The

simulation box that was originally cubic for the bcc PC be-
comes tetragonal �a sketch of the transformation is given in
Fig. 2�. In Fig. 3 the instantaneous values of the lengths of
the sides of the simulation box are presented for a tempera-
ture of 440 K and for a temperature of 480 K. As can be seen
at 440 K one sees fluctuations of three sides of identical �in
average� lengths. However, for the run performed at 480 K
one of the sides increases slightly its length at the beginning
of the run and after 40 000 cycles increases its length dra-
matically. At the end of the 480 K run the length of the sides
are a=17.608: b=17.620; c=25.557. As can be seen the ratio
c /a is close to c /a=�2�1.414, which is the value expected
for the ratios of c and a in a Martensitic transformation from
a bcc to a fcc solid �see the sketch of Fig. 2�. Therefore, the
ratio c /a �actually the ratio between the longest and the
shortest sides of the simulation box since the Martensitic
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Two bcc unit cells. �b� How the fcc lattice can be
obtained from two bcc cells. When the z direction is scaled by �2a, the
crystal is transformed into a fcc lattice. �c� fcc unit cell.
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transition may occur also along the x or y axis� is a good
order parameter to detect the transformation. In Fig. 4 the
c /a ratio is plotted as a function of temperature for runs
performed along the 60 000, 70 000, and 80 000 bars isobars.
For the pressure 60 000 bars no bcc to fcc transition is ob-
served. For the runs at 70 000 bars the transition occurs at

about 480 K. For the runs at 80 000 bars the transition occurs
at about 420 K. Therefore the transition temperature de-
creases as the pressure increases. That suggests a negative
slope of the bcc-fcc coexistence line. Notice that the jump in
Fig. 4 does not correspond to the true coexistence point �i.e.,
identical chemical potential� between these two phases.
Packing considerations favor the fcc structure with respect to
the bcc structure. In fact for a r−12 potential Wilding66 found
recently that the fcc structure is more stable than the bcc.

We have found that the fcc PC could also be generated
easily by starting from a fcc arrangement of the oxygen at-
oms �and introducing random orientations�. In fact we gen-
erated the fcc PC starting from a fcc solid of 500 molecules
�i.e., 125 unit cells�. In Fig. 5 the oxygen-oxygen radial dis-
tribution function �gO–O� is shown. As can be seen the radial
distribution function of the solid obtained from the Marten-
sitic transformation is identical to that obtained from an ini-
tial fcc arrangement of oxygens. The radial distribution func-
tion of the fcc PC is clearly different from that of the bcc PC.
In fact the bcc PC shows the first peak of the gO–O at 2.81 Å,
the second at 4.59 Å, and the third at 5.50 Å, whereas fcc PC
has a first peak at 2.87 Å and the second and third peaks
move apart and shift to shorter distances, 4.16 and 5.10 Å,
respectively �Fig. 5�.

We have computed the powder x-ray and neutron dif-
fraction patterns. The intensity of the diffraction peaks is
obtained as

I =
P�
�

sen�
�sen�2
�
mi�Fhkl�2, �22�

where mi is the multiplicity and P�
� is the polarization fac-
tor �in neutron diffraction P�
�=1 and in x-ray diffraction
P�
�= �1+cos2�2
� /2��. In the x-ray diffraction pattern, the
Fhkl is obtained as
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Simulation box sides change along the MC run �an-
isotropic NpT ensemble� for the bcc PC phase. �a� 440 K and 70 000 bars.
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Fhkl =
1

N
�
n=1

N

fn�
�e2�i�hxn+kyn+lzn�, �23�

where fn�
� is function of 
. Both oxygen and hydrogens
were considered and fn�
� was obtained from the fit pro-
posed by Lee and Pakes.67 The wavelength ��� used was
0.4 Å.11,13 In the neutron diffraction pattern �which was cal-
culated for heavy water� Fhkl was obtained as

Fhkl =
1

N
�
n=1

N

bne2�i�hxn+kyn+lzn�, �24�

where the neutron scattering amplitudes �bn� of the deuteron
and the oxygen atom are 0.6671 and 0.5803 fm, respectively,
and do not depend on 
.68 The wavelength used was also
0.4 Å. The number of molecules used in these simulations
were 1024 �512 unit cells� and we checked that the bcc PC
also appears for this system size. Results are presented in
Fig. 6. The main difference between the ice VII and bcc PC
x-ray diffraction patterns is the intensity reduction, around
20%, for the bcc PC peaks and the appearance of more peaks
at large 2
 values for the bcc PC. The same results are ob-

served on the neutron diffraction pattern �Fig. 6�b��. The in-
tensity reduction of the diffraction peaks is not surprising if
one takes into account that in ice VII the hydrogen bonds
maintain the location of the oxygen atoms more or less fixed
�except for some slight thermal vibration�. However in the
PC phases the molecules are free to rotate �frequently form-
ing and breaking hydrogen bonds� so the oxygen atom is
able to move significantly from its equilibrium lattice posi-
tion. The bcc PC diffraction peaks were shifted to lower 2

values with respect to ice VII due to the lower density of this
phase. The conclusion of these results is that one of the sig-
natures of the formation of a PC phase �say the bcc� will be
a significant reduction in the intensity of the diffraction lines
with respect to ice VII. Observing the intensity ratio between
the 011 and 111 peaks �I011 / I111� on the neutron diffraction
pattern for ice VII and bcc PC, we can see that its value is of
about 4 for ice VII and of about 15 for bcc PC. Therefore the
ratio I011 / I111 could be used to detect the appearance of the
bcc PC.

To gain further understanding of the orientational order
in the PC phases we have also determined the probability
distribution of the polar angles �
 and � of the OH bonds�.
The x axis is located on the a vector of the unit cell, the y
axis is located on the b vector of the unit cell, and the z axis
is located along the c vector of the unit cell �see Figs. 2�a�
and 2�c��. The distribution function f�
� is defined as

f�
� =
N�
�

2N�

, �25�

where N�
� denotes the number of OH bonds with polar
angle between 
 and 
+�
 and 2N is the number of OH
bonds �i.e., twice the number of molecules N�. The distribu-
tion function f��� is defined as

f��� =
N���

2N��
. �26�

In Fig. 7 the functions f�
� and f��� are presented for ice
VII at 300 K and 70 000 bars, bcc PC at 400 K and 70 000
bars and fcc PC at 440 K and 80 000 bars. For the PC
phases, bcc and fcc, the distribution functions f�
� and f���
are more uniform than those of ice VII. This is due to the fact
that in the PC phases the molecules are able to rotate almost
freely. Nevertheless the angular distribution is not uniform
even in the PC phase since the OH vectors still prefer to
point out to the contiguous oxygen atoms. For bcc PC and
ice VII the peaks of f�
� are located at 54.74 and �180
�54.74� where 54.74 is the angle between one of the diago-
nals of the cube and a line connecting the center of two
opposite faces �Fig. 2�a��. However, for the fcc PC the peaks
of f�
� are located at 45°, 90°, and 135°. Where 45 and 135
are the angles between one of the diagonals that is connect-
ing the center of two perpendicular faces of the cube and the
z edge �Fig. 2�c�� and 90 is the angle between the line con-
necting two oxygens resting on the same plane with the z
edge. For the bcc PC the angles 0°, 90°, and 180° in the f�
�
have nonzero probability. This provides some indication that
in the bcc PC the OH vectors point sometimes �while rotat-
ing� to second nearest neighbors. For ice VII and the bcc PC,
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FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Simulated powder x-ray diffraction pattern for ice
VII �dashed line� at 70 000 bars and 300 K and bcc PC �solid line� at 70 000
bars and 400 K. The wavelength used was 0.4 Å. The Miller indices hkl are
given for each peak. �b� Simulated neutron diffraction pattern for ice VII
�dashed line� at 70 000 bars and 300 K and bcc PC �solid line� at 70 000
bars and 400 K. The wavelength was 0.4 Å. The Miller indices hkl are given
for each peak.
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the angular distribution f��� presents four peaks separated
by 90° as should be the case. In the fcc PC the function f���
is almost uniform, indicating that the molecules can rotate
quite freely. For ice VII at 300 K and 70 000 bars and for the
length of the simulations performed in this work, a certain
individual molecule presents a fixed value of 
 and � �sub-
ject to some thermal vibration�. However for the PC phases
each individual molecule jumps quite often from one of the
peaks of the distribution to another peak. These flipping or
jumping moves occur quite often for each molecule within
the length of the simulation runs considered here. Another
way to see this orientational disorder is by means of the
visualization of the MD trajectories. Multimedia mpg files
for the MD trajectories of ice VII, bcc PC, and fcc PC are
provided as electronic supplementary information.69

Let us now determine coexistence points between the
different solid phases considered in this work �fluid, ice VII,
bcc PC, and fcc PC�. This requires free energy calculations
for the different phases involved. Free energies for the liquid
and for ice VII were obtained in our previous work.40 We
have determined the Helmholtz free energy for the bcc PC
and fcc PC at 440 K and for the densities which correspond
to that of the systems at 80 000 bars. The free energies are

presented in Table I. For the fcc solid we have computed the
free energy for a cubic simulation box �500 molecules� and
for the tetragonal simulation box obtained from the Marten-
sitic transition of the bcc PC �432 molecules�. As can be seen
the free energy of these two systems is the same. The small
difference may be attributed to the different orientations of
the crystallographic planes with respect to the periodic
boundary conditions.70 For the studied thermodynamic state
�80 000 bars and 440 K�, the fcc PC is more stable than bcc

TABLE II. Melting curves of the PC phases of the TIP4P/2005 as obtained
from free energy calculations and Gibbs–Duhem integration �with isotropic
NpT simulation performed for the fluid and for the PC phases�. The densities
are given in g /cm3. The residual internal energies are given in kcal/mol. The
* indicate the initial coexistence point.

T �K� p �bar� U1 U2 1 2

Fluid-bcc PC
340.00 60 193 �10.45 �10.03 1.574 1.622
* 400.00 62 000 �9.87 �9.58 1.562 1.609
440.00 64 390 �9.52 �9.30 1.564 1.608
460.00 66 042 �9.35 �9.12 1.560 1.607
520.00 71 653 �8.86 �8.71 1.563 1.615

↓ Metastable
600.00 80 608 �8.20 �8.13 1.575 1.626
700.00 93 249 �7.38 �7.37 1.599 1.646
900.00 121 380 �5.77 �5.92 1.636 1.690
1000.00 137 036 �4.96 �5.15 1.657 1.713

Fluid-fcc PC
* 440.00 66 790 �9.52 �9.06 1.575 1.628
500.00 70 691 �9.00 �8.67 1.566 1.629
520.00 72 435 �8.86 �8.54 1.569 1.629
540.00 74 164 �8.68 �8.44 1.575 1.633
560.00 76 115 �8.56 �8.29 1.569 1.635

↑ Metastable
600.00 80 089 �8.21 �8.03 1.571 1.639
650.00 85 533 �7.83 �7.71 1.581 1.648
700.00 91 508 �7.44 �7.37 1.590 1.657
720.00 93 955 �7.30 �7.21 1.593 1.661
740.00 96 444 �7.14 �7.09 1.597 1.663
760.00 98 973 �6.96 �6.97 1.599 1.667
780.00 101 586 �6.81 �6.80 1.602 1.672
800.00 104 216 �6.66 �6.67 1.607 1.677
900.00 118 027 �5.85 �5.99 1.625 1.698
1000.00 132 701 �5.10 �5.28 1.649 1.719
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FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� f�
� as a function of 
 angle for ice VII �dashed-
dotted line� at 300 K and 70 000 bars, for the bcc PC �dashed line� at 400 K
and 70 000 bars and for the fcc PC �solid line� at 440 K and 80 000 bars. �b�
f��� as a function of � angle for the ice VII �dashed-dotted line� at 300 K
and 70 000 bars, for the bcc PC �dashed line� at 400 K and 70 000 bars and
for the fcc PC �solid line� at 440 K and 80 000 bars.

TABLE I. Helmholtz free energy for ice VII, bcc PC phase, and fcc PC
phase �as obtained with the Einstein crystal methodology�. The Gibbs free
energy was computed after adding pV to the Helmholtz free energy. The
density is given in g /cm3. The cubic fcc* phase correspond to the fcc PC
phase obtained by heating the bcc PC phase.

Phase Molecules T �K� P �bar�  A /NkBT G /NkBT

Ice VII 432 300 70 000 1.707 �9.75 19.87
Cubic bcc 432 440 80 000 1.662 �3.93 19.78
Cubic fcc 500 440 80 000 1.679 �4.86 19.23
Cubic fcc* 432 440 80 000 1.679 �4.89 19.21
Cubic fcc 500 440 105 000 1.749 �3.76 25.80
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PC �it has a lower chemical potential�. This is consistent with
the results presented in Fig. 4 where it was shown that when
anisotropic NpT simulations were used the bcc PC trans-
formed into a fcc PC. Notice however that it is possible to
have a mechanically stable bcc PC at 80 000 bars and 440 K
provided that isotropic NpT simulations are performed �with
this type of scaling the bcc PC remains mechanically stable�
so it is possible to compute thermodynamic properties even
under conditions where the solid is metastable from a ther-
modynamic point of view. In Table I the free energy is pre-
sented for two different thermodynamic states of the fcc PC.
By using thermodynamic integration it is possible to estimate
the free energy at 440 K and 105 000 bars starting from the
value at 440 K and 80 000 bars. We obtain −3.77NkBT which
is good agreement with the value −3.76NkBT obtained from
Einstein crystal calculation �Table I�.

By using thermodynamic integration the coexistence
point between the fluid and the fcc PC has been located at
440 K and 66 790 bars. Once an initial coexistence point has
been found for the fluid-fcc PC transition, the rest of the
coexistence line will be obtained by Gibbs–Duhem integra-
tion. The fluid-bcc PC was integrated from the coexistence
point given in our previous work at 400 K and 62 000 bars,

obtained by free energy calculations. The fluid-bcc PC and
fluid-fcc PC coexistence lines meet at a triple point located
around 570 K and 77 124 bars. This triple point can be used
as initial coexistence point of the bcc PC-fcc PC coexistence
curve. This curve intersects the ice VII-bcc PC coexistence
line, generating a new triple point at 393 K and 77 179 bars.
This triple point was used as initial point for the ice VII-fcc
PC coexistence line. The new coexistence lines for the
TIP4P/2005 model are given in tabular form in Tables II and
III. The triple points generated by these coexistence lines are
shown in Table IV. The rest of the triple points of these
models can be found in Refs. 40 and 71.

Free energy calculation is somewhat involved and it is
convenient to determine coexistence points by an indepen-
dent procedure. For this reason we also used direct coexist-
ence simulations to determine the fluid-fcc PC transition.
The direct coexistence technique, was pioneered by Wood-
cok and co-workers.72–74 An equilibrated configuration of a
fcc PC phase �500 molecules� was located on the left hand
side of the simulation box and put into contact with an
equilibrated configuration of the fluid having 500 molecules.
We then performed MD simulations using GROMACS, while
keeping the temperature at 600 K. We performed several
runs at different pressures. In Fig. 8, the evolution of the
density with time is shown for several pressures. As we can
see, for low pressures �70 000 and 79 000 bars� the density
decreases indicating the melting of the fcc PC. For high pres-
sures �80 500 and 90 000 bars� the density of the system

TABLE III. Solid-solid coexistence lines of the TIP4P/2005 model for the
high pressure polymorphs �ice VII, PC bcc and PC fcc� as obtained from
free energy calculations and Gibbs–Duhem integration. The densities are
given in g /cm3. The internal energies in kcal/mol �only the residual part of
the internal energy is reported�. The * indicate the initial coexistence point.

T �K� p �bar� U1 U2 1 2

VII-bcc PC
600.00 250 304 �4.13 �3.54 1.979 1.972
550.00 190 835 �6.11 �5.50 1.902 1.889
500.00 143 221 �7.67 �7.04 1.828 1.810
440.00 101 354 �8.99 �8.49 1.749 1.728
400.00 80 146 �9.76 �9.19 1.707 1.674

↑ Metastable
* 377.00 70 000 �10.04 �9.53 1.681 1.645
360.00 63 292 �10.27 �9.79 1.666 1.623
350.00 59 665 �10.40 �9.95 1.656 1.617

VII-fcc PC
* 393.00 77 179 �9.94 �9.04 1.703 1.677
414.75 100 000 �9.17 �8.34 1.752 1.740
446.94 200 000 �6.73 �5.43 1.938 1.935
441.29 400 000 �1.19 0.41 2.162 2.168
422.43 500 000 1.61 3.29 2.244 2.251
400.00 592 309 4.18 5.87 2.309 2.319
300.00 880 106 12.12 13.76 2.474 2.489
250.00 980 523 14.81 16.41 2.523 2.539

bcc PC-fcc PC
* 570.00 77 124 �8.35 �8.22 1.621 1.635
520.00 74 646 �8.65 �8.51 1.625 1.639
500.00 74 495 �8.75 �8.61 1.630 1.643
460.00 74 746 �8.97 �8.78 1.640 1.655
440.00 75 551 �9.03 �8.85 1.648 1.661
400.00 78 266 �9.20 �8.98 1.666 1.679
380.00 80 876 �9.44 �9.02 1.691 1.692

TABLE IV. New triple points for the TIP4P/2005, TIP4P, and SPC/E mod-
els. The rest of the triple points of the models were given in Refs. 40 and 71.

Phases

TIP4P/2005 TIP4P SPC/E

T �K� p �bar� T �K� p �bar� T �K� p �bar�

L-VII-bcc 352 60 375 322 58 929 347 71 284
L-bcc-fcc 570 77 124 520 73 100 683 103 426
VII-bcc-fcc 393 77 179 363 76 091 434 112 204
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Evolution of the density with the time as obtained
from direct coexistence MD simulations. All results were obtained for T
=600 K. Lines from the top to the bottom correspond to the pressures
90 000, 80 500, 79 000, and 70 000 bars, respectively. For the two first
pressures the liquid water freezes, whereas for the last two pressures the
solid melts. The estimate coexistence pressure at 600 K is 79 750 bars.
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increases indicating the freezing of the fluid into a fcc PC.
This gives a coexistence pressure of about 79 750 bars. Thus,
the value of about 80 000 obtained from free energy calcu-
lations is consistent with the results obtained from direct
coexistence.

Dolan et al.,39,75 showed that the formation of a high
pressure ice phase from liquid water occurs in a few nano-
seconds when the temperature is around 400 K. By using
computer simulations we obtain further evidence of this by
nucleating the bcc PC solid from the fluid in a few
nanoseconds.40 This nucleation time is small compared to
that found previously for ice Ih �Ref. 41� �hundreds of nano-
seconds�. We will attempt here to nucleate the fcc PC solid.
We performed MD simulations of the fluid phase with iso-
tropic scaling using 500 molecules in a cubic simulation box
�500 molecules is the number of water molecules required to
form 125 unit cells of the fcc PC 4� �5�5�5��. The simu-
lations were performed at 600 K and 100 000 bars where the
fcc PC is the thermodynamically stable phases. No nucle-
ation of the fcc PC was observed after 12 ns. We then
changed strategy and performed, with the same conditions,
MD simulations with isotropic scaling of the sides of the
simulation box, using a cubic box, containing 432 molecules.

This number of molecules �432� corresponds to 216 unit
cells of a bcc PC �2� �6�6�6��. In this case we observed
in most of the cases the formation of a bcc PC in a few
nanoseconds �in fact the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution
function was clearly that of the bcc PC�. With this bcc PC
nucleated from the fluid we then performed anisotropic NpT
MD simulations. In most of the cases nothing happened, but
in one of the runs the bcc PC transformed into a fcc PC
through a Martensitic transformation. This typically occurred
when the bcc PC obtained was free of defects and with their
crystallographic axis aligned with the vectors of the simula-
tion box. The overall picture is that the formation of the fcc
PC from the fluid occurs in two steps. First, the bcc PC is
formed. Then the bcc PC is transformed into the fcc PC via
a Martensitic transition. This two step process is the most
likely path to the nucleation of the fcc PC. It seems clear that
the free energy nucleation barrier for the formation of the bcc
PC from the fluid is lower than the nucleation barrier for the
formation of the fcc PC from the fluid.76

The results of this work make it possible to plot for the
first time the complete phase diagram of the TIP4P/2005
model. This is presented in Fig. 9�a�. The model provides a
qualitatively correct description of the phase diagram of wa-
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FIG. 9. �a� Global phase diagram for the TIP4P/2005 model. �b� What the phase diagram for the TIP4P/2005 model would be like if the bcc PC phase would
be excluded. �c� What the phase diagram for the TIP4P/2005 model would be like if the fcc PC phase would be excluded.
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ter �see the correct location of ices Ih to VI�. It is seen that
the two PCs dominate the phase diagram of the TIP4P/2005
model of water for temperatures above 400 K. The bcc PC to
fcc PC transition presents a small negative slope. The slopes
of the melting curves of the bcc PC and of the fcc PC are
quite similar and relatively small compared to the slope in
the melting curve of the rest of the ices. In fact we found a
slope of the melting curve of the PC solids of about 100
bars/K at temperatures around 550 K. This slope is smaller
than the slope found in the melting curve of ices Ih, III, V,
VI, and VII. In Fig. 9 �lower panel� the phase diagrams of
the TIP4P/2005 are presented when the bcc PC �Fig. 9�b�� or
fcc plastic �Fig. 9�c�� are not considered. These are virtual
phase diagrams since for the TIP4P/2005 the fcc PC or bcc
PC do indeed exists and the true phase diagram of the model
is that of the upper panel. The purpose of the diagram of the
Fig. 9�c� is to show that the coexistence curve between ice
VII and the bcc PC always presents a positive slope. In other
words ice VII is always more dense than the bcc PC at a
given temperature and pressure. This is not surprising since
both phases present the same arrangement of oxygen atoms,
but the localized character of the hydrogen bonds in ice VII
provokes a higher density. We do not expect any change in
the sign of the slope in the coexistence line between ice VII
and the bcc PC. However, in Fig. 9�b� we see a change in
slope in the transition between ice VII and the fcc PC. At low
pressures ice VII is more dense than the fcc PC �the stronger
hydrogen bonds in ice VII compensate the less efficient
packing of molecules in the bcc arrangement�. However the
VII-fcc PC presents re-entrant behavior. In fact a high pres-
sures the fcc PC is more dense than ice VII. This is further
illustrated in Fig. 10�a� where the equation of state of ice VII
and of the fcc PC at 300 K are shown, from pressures of
about 70 000 to extremely high pressures. The crossing in
the densities is clear. Notice that the crossing does not indi-
cate any phase transition. The black filled circles in Fig.
10�a� indicate the coexistence point as obtained from Gibbs–
Duhem simulations. At sufficiently high pressures the more
efficient packing of the fcc arrangement of oxygens domi-
nates the physics of the model. The density of the bcc PC is
intermediate between that of the fluid and that of ice VII at
the same T and p �Fig. 10�b��. The physics of PC has been
discussed before for simple models77 such as hard diatomic
molecules.78–85

Let us now analyze if the PC phases also appear in other
water models such as TIP4P and SPC/E. Although we com-
puted the phase diagram for these two models in our previ-
ous work34 it seems necessary to recalculate the upper part of
the phase diagram for at least two reasons. First because we
did not consider the possibility of having plastic PC phases
in the phase diagram. Second because the free energy calcu-
lations for ice VII were performed at a temperature and pres-
sure where the system was already in a PC phase �443 K and
a pressure of about 78 350 bars�. Therefore our free energy
calculations for ice VII �reported recently in Ref. 56� of the
TIP4P and SPC/E were incorrect. The rest of free energies
and coexistence lines are correct. By performing Hamil-
tonian Gibbs–Duhem integration we estimate an initial coex-
istence point for the coexistence lines involving ice VII and

the PC phases. Once this initial point was located the rest of
the coexistence line was obtained by Gibbs–Duhem integra-
tion. The complete phase diagrams of TIP4P and SPC/E are
presented in Fig. 11 along with the experimental phase dia-
gram. The phase diagram for the TIP4P model is very similar
to that of the TIP4P/2005 model but shifted to lower tem-
peratures by about 20 K �this shift is found for instance in
the melting point of ice Ih for these two models�. The phase
diagram of SPC/E is dominated by ice II �ice Ih appears at
negative pressures and ices III and V disappear from the
phase diagram�. The pressure at the fluid-ice VI-ice VII triple
point for TIP4P and SPC/E is now about 55 000 bars �com-
pared to a value of about 85 000 bars reported in our previ-
ous work�. This new location of the triple point is in better
agreement with the experimental pressure at the triple point
between ice VI, ice VII and the fluid �which is about 30 000
bars�. The agreement is not yet quantitative though. It is clear
that both PC phases appear in the phase diagram of these two
water models. The main difference between SPC/E and
TIP4P is the size of the stability region of the bcc PC �larger
for the SPC/E�. Notice also the change of slope of the ice
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VIII-ice VII transition observed in the experimental phase
diagram. According to our previous discussion of the ice
VII-fcc PC transition this change in the slope points to a
greater density of the phase on the right �ice VII� with re-
spect to the phase on the left �ice VIII�. It has been
suggested48,13,86–89 that the hydrogens become dynamically
disordered in ice VII between the two positions along the
O–O lines and finally occupies the central location of the
O–O lines in ice X. This could provoke a more dense pack-
ing in ice VII, explaining the negative slope of the experi-
mental coexistence line between ices VIII and VII �although
it would be interesting to know whether ice VIII is affected
or not by a similar possible resonance and symmetrization of
the hydrogens�.

These PC phases have not been reported so far for real
water. Schwager and Boehler90 in a very recent experimental
study suggests the existence of a new ice phase from 20 to
42 GPa. The structure of this new solid is unknown but the
melting curve has been reported. In Fig. 12 the melting curve
reported by Schwager et al. is plotted along with the melting
curve of ice VII reported by several other groups. In Fig.
12�a� we present the upper part of the phase diagram of

TIP4P/2005 as presented in Fig. 9�c� �i.e., when the fcc PC
solid is not included�. The similarity in the slopes between
experiment and simulation is striking. In particular the slope
of the melting curve reported by most of experimental
groups seems to correspond to the ice VII-bcc PC obtained in
computer simulations. However, the melting line reported by
Schwager and Boehler90 seems to correspond to the melting
curve of the bcc PC obtained in simulations. Notice the small
slope of the melting curve reported by Schwager and
Boehler.90 As discussed above the small slope of the melting
curve is a signature of PC phases. In Fig. 12�b� we compare
the fluid-fcc PC and VII-fcc PC coexistence lines as pre-
sented in Fig. 9�b� when the bcc PC solid is not included to
the experimental measurements of the ice VII melting line.
The fluid-fcc PC line is very similar to the melting curve
reported by Schwager and Boehler,90 whereas the slope of
the VII-fcc PC coexistence line is similar to the rest of the
experimental melting lines given for ice VII. The main dif-
ference is that there a change in slope in the transition be-
tween ice VII and the fcc PC. In view of this, it seems to be
reasonable to think that the new phase reported by Schwager
could be a PC phase �it is not clear what it could be, bcc PC
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or fcc PC�. Obviously further work is needed to clarify this.
The melting curve of Schwager and Boehler90 increases its
slope for temperatures above 1300 K. The sharp increase in
the slope of the melting curve could be due to the presence
of molecular dissociation and proton diffusion in the solid
before melting �typical behavior of type-II superionic
solids47�. This cannot be reproduced using rigid nonpolariz-
able models and for this reason our simulations do not repro-
duce the sharp increase in the slope of the melting curve for
temperatures greater than 1300 K.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work the characterization and localization in the
phase diagram of water of a new fcc PC phase has been
performed by computer simulation by using the TIP4P/2005
model. This PC was obtained through a Martensitic transfor-
mation of the bcc PC. By performing free energy calcula-
tions it was further confirmed that it is thermodynamically
stable at certain T and p. Details about how to perform free
energy calculations for PC phases of water have been pro-
vided. Once the free energies for the fluid, ice VII and the
two PC phases were determined it was possible to determine
the upper pressure part of the phase diagram of TIP4P/2005.
Melting points predicted by free energy calculations were
further confirmed by direct coexistence techniques.

We have recalculated the high pressure region of the
phase diagram for the TIP4P and SPC/E models using
Hamiltonian Gibbs–Duhem integration. It has been shown
that for all these water models these two PC phases appear in
the upper region of the phase diagram. In fact for these water
models the melting curves at high temperatures are domi-
nated by the PC phases.

It would be of interest to study if such PC phases do
indeed exist for real water. As has been seen, the bcc PC
phase �or the fcc PC� could be the new ice phase reported by
Schwager and Boehler.90 The discrepancies between the
melting curve given by Schwager and the rest of the experi-
mental groups could be due to the fact that Schwager is
determining the PC-fluid transition, whereas the other groups
may be determining the ice VII-PC transformation. The pres-
ence of PC phases for real water would have consequences
for the large community performing computer simulations of
water. Its presence would indicate that current water models
can still provide estimates of the behavior of water even at
high pressures �provided that no dissociation of the mol-
ecules occurs�. Its absence would also be significant since it
would indicate that current water models are too spherical
and they should be modified so as to predict the disappear-
ance of the PC phases.
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